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Facebook suspicious activity 2019

This post is part of our Hard Questions series, which discusses the impact of our products on society. Alex Schultz, VICE PRESIDENT OF Analytics We have regularly asked many questions about fake account numbers in our Community Standards Enforcement Report (CSER) and SEC filings. With the increase in fake account removal and prevalence, in
the latest report, we thought now would be a good time to give more detail on how we measure fake accounts. We will also open even more fully to third parties, including our fake account numbers, through the Data Transparency Advisory Group (DTAG). We know that it is important that our methodology and work are independent. We believe that
counterfeit accounts are measured correctly within the limits of our measurement systems (which we disclose in our CSER Guide and in SEC filings). That being said, although reporting fake accounts is an industry standard - and something widely asked of us - it can be a bad way to look at things: the number of fake accounts activity is highly distorted by
simplistic attacks that do not represent real harm or even a real risk of harm. When a sophisticated, bad actor tries to mount an attack and create a hundred million fake accounts - and we remove them as soon as they are created - it's a hundred million fake accounts in action. But no one has opened these accounts and therefore, we have not prevented any
harm to our users. Because we remove these accounts so quickly, they are never considered active and we do not consider them to be monthly active users. Prevalence is a better way to understand what's happening on the platform because it shows how much of active accounts are likely to be fake. However, even then, the prevalence of fake accounts
includes both abusive and user-misclassified accounts (a common example of a user's wrongly classified account is when a person puts up a profile instead of their pet page), while only abusive accounts cause damage. We focus our enforcement on abusive accounts to avoid harm and avoid taking action on good accounts by mistake. We therefore
recommend focusing on the metrics of the enforcement report that are related to actual content breaches, and we assess whether there is a better way to report fake accounts in the future. Overall, we are confident that most people and activities on Facebook are genuine. How do we enforce and measure Fake Accounts When it comes to abusive fake
accounts, our intent is simple: find and remove as much as possible while removing as few authentic accounts as possible. We do this in three different ways and add data to the Community Standards Enforcement Report to provide the most complete picture of our efforts: 1. Blocking the creation of accounts: The best way to combat fake accounts is to
prevent them from getting onto Facebook in the first place. why we've created a discovery technology that can detect and block accounts before they're created. Our systems are looking for a number of different signals that indicate whether accounts are generated from a mass from one location. A simple example is blocking certain IP addresses so they
can't access our systems and therefore you can't create accounts. What we measure: The data we add to report fake accounts does not include failed attempts to create fake accounts that we blocked at this stage. This is because we literally do not know how many times trying to create an account we have blocked, for example, we block entire IP ranges
from even reaching our website. While these efforts are not included in the report, we can estimate that every day we avoid millions of fake accounts never being created using these detection systems. 2. Removing accounts when they sign up: Our advanced detection systems also look for possible fake accounts as soon as they sign up, spotting signs of
malicious behavior. These systems use a combination of signals such as patterns of using suspicious email addresses, suspicious actions or other signals that have previously been linked to other fake accounts that we have removed. Most of the accounts we currently remove are blocked within minutes of their creation before they can do damage. What we
measure: We include accounts that we disable at this stage into our accounts that are metric-related to fake accounts. Changes in our accounts, which are linked to numbers, are often the result of complex attacks, as we have seen in the last two quarters. These are really easy to spot and can completely dominate our numbers, although they pose little risk
to users. For example, a spammer might try to create 1,000,000 accounts quickly from the same IP address. Our systems will notice this and quickly remove these fake accounts. The number is added to the number of accounts we reported that have been taken down, but the accounts were removed so quickly that they were never considered active and
thus did not contribute to our estimated spread of fake accounts among monthly active users or to our publicly marked monthly active user number or even ad showing. 3. Removing accounts already on Facebook: Some accounts may get past the above two defenses and still make it onto the platform. Often this is because they do not easily show the signals
are fake or malicious at first, so we give them the benefit of the doubt until they exhibit signs of malicious activity. We find these accounts when our detection systems detect this behavior or when people using Facebook report to us. We use a number of signals about how the account was created and used to determine whether it is a high probability of being
fake and prohibiting those that are. What we measure: the accounts to be removed at the stage are also taken into account in our accounts Metric. If these accounts are active on the platform, we'd also consider them in our prevalence metric. The prevalence of fake accounts measures how many active fake accounts exist for our monthly active users over a
given period of time. From accounts that we remove both when registering and on accounts already on the platform, more than 99% of them proactively discover before people report them to us. We provide this data as report proactive rate metrics. We believe that the most important thing for all metrics is to focus on the prevalence of fake accounts. It is
important to get the balance right we have two main purposes of fake accounts. Avoid abusing fake accounts, but also giving people the right to share through authentic accounts. We need to find the right balance between these goals. To prevent abuse, we try to identify accounts that look abusive - but even here it is possible to take action on accounts that
do not deserve it. When someone joins Facebook and sends out a lot of friend requests it may seem like they are spam, but in fact it is a super social person, such as users in Brazil who are quickly accepting social media or teens sending a lot of messages daily. Sometimes someone registers and behaves strangely because they are brand new to the
internet and are figuring it out like someone in developing countries or a parent just to get online. We believe giving people the power to build a community is really important and so accounts where we're not sure if they are abusive will give them time to prove to us their intent. So, so focusing on abusive accounts (not user misclassified pet profiles) and
giving new accounts space to prove their intent, we expect there will always be a small percentage of fake accounts on our services. Preventing fake accounts is just one way to stop abuse - and we have other protections when content is produced and people interact with their accounts. Also, fake accounts are just one way abuse happens. Authentic
accounts can also be offensive. To evaluate our work to ensure the overall safety of the community, we recommend using the full set of metrics offered in CSER, and especially the prevalence metrics. Our work with fake accounts is just one of their leader. In addition to the questions we receive about abusive fake accounts, we also get questions about fake
accounts in general, as it relates to advertisers who get a return on their investment with us. Similarly, we want people to share facebook and we know that they do so only if they feel safe, we also know advertisers will continue advertising on Facebook when they get results - and we will continue to offer revenue to them despite the small presence of fake
accounts. We are confident that most people and activity on Facebook are genuine. welcome feedback and control of fake accounts, but are proud of our work balance to protect people and advertisers who use our services, giving everyone the right to build a community on Facebook. According to several Reddit users of the popular r/privacy forum,
Facebook has used unusual activity warnings to pressure people into breaking up their phone numbers. For people who value their privacy, having to hand over a phone number to Facebook may seem intrusive. But for many people it seems that this is becoming a choice of walking away from an account - or giving a phone number to regain access.
Historically, Facebook has even been known to apply for users' passports to give them access to their blocked accounts. Worryingly, some Reddit users believe that Facebook is actually bluffing. They believe the allegations of unusual activity are false, but their accounts are completely blocked until they hand over the number. One poster had only recently
opened his Facebook account for work when he received the application. Reddit user TuckerMcInnes writes: 'FaceBook &amp; Instagram pretends to be an unusual activity on your account so you give them your phone number. My job required the creation of a Facebook and Instagram account. I created them separately for a few weeks. I have noticed in
both cases, after the creation of accounts, about an hour later both services logged me off due to unusual activity (I literally did not use accounts for anything yet) and blocked further access until they could confirm my phone number. There seems to be increasing unease that Facebook may be faking suspicious account activity in order to force users to hand
over their phone number. Not only facebook, according to many reports appearing on Reddit, it's not just Facebook that uses security fears to lure people apart from their phone numbers. One Irish user goes by the Reddit handle as eirereddit writes: Google does the same. I'm forced to use Gmail because my college uses it. I tried to get into my email inside
the college and he said that was an unusual activity. I don't even see how giving my number helped. I could have gone to the store and bought the phone for €20. Probably should have. Another poster, Deadlock93, claims the same thing happened on Twitter. This time, a user contacted Twitter directly to avoid handing over their numbers: If it happened to
me, when setting up a Twitter account contact someone. I reached out to Twitter for support telling them that I had solved their captcha and that I sent them this email so it's pretty clear that I'm not a robot and I wanted my account unlocked. They're obligated. We have to stand up to them to try to grab all our phone numbers. E-mail clients are also an
experienced phenomenon. Reddit user kpham12 comments:Everyone the same problem with the outlook? I have just created a normal new Outlook account, never use an account on any site registry, but was told the same thing and ask for my phone number. Are Facebook and other tech companies trying to scare us into breaking up with our data? Or is
there anything justified in causing these unusual activity alerts? If the account is brand new, it seems unlikely that it could have been compromised by the hacker, but some Reddit users claim that they had only just opened their account - and could hardly use it.  On the one hand, it is possible that users had already fallen victim to hacking in the past. If this is
the case, and someone has already infected their machine keylogger Trojan, it is possible the hacker has tried to access your newly opened Facebook account. Secondly, it is possible that using a proxy server or VPN has flagged these Facebook users up by taking irregular action. It's not impossible that Facebook is locking accounts based on the fact that
it's unlikely that someone will be in two countries, or more, in the same time period. Whether Facebook is doing something undesirable, or its automated systems don't work, isn't sure, but public confidence in Facebook is shaky because of the Cambridge Analytica scandal, and quirks like this don't help. We contacted Facebook for comment, but at the time of
publication they did not respond. If this story has forced you to secure your data, you might want to consider using a VPN. For more information, see our best VPN for 2019. Guide.
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